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ABSTRACT13

COVID-19 is an infectious disease caused by the SARS-CoV-2 virus, which has spread all over the world leading to a global
pandemic. The fast progression of COVID-19 has been mainly related to the high contagion rate of the virus and the
worldwide mobility of humans. In the absence of pharmacological therapies, governments from different countries have
introduced several non-pharmaceutical interventions to reduce human mobility and social contact. Several studies based on
Anonymised Mobile Phone Data have been published analysing the relationship between human mobility and the spread
of coronavirus. However, to our knowledge, none of these data-sets integrates cross-referenced geo-localised data on
human mobility and COVID-19 cases into one all-inclusive open resource. Herein we present COVID-19 Flow-Maps, a cross-
referenced Geographic Information System that integrates regularly updated time-series accounting for population mobility
and daily reports of COVID-19 cases in Spain at different scales of time spatial resolution. This integrated and up-to-date
data-set can be used to analyse the human dynamics to guide and support the design of more effective non-pharmaceutical
interventions.

14

Background & Summary15

COVID-19 is an infectious disease caused by SARS-CoV-2 virus, which has spread all over the world, leading16

to a global pandemic state. The fast progression of COVID-19 has been mainly related to two crucial factors,17

the high contagion rate of the virus, as well as, the worldwide mobility of humans. The high contagious rate18

has represented one of the leading causes of healthcare systems collapse in several countries, such as Italy19

and Spain, contributing to a large number of deaths. As a result, and in the absence of vaccines or other20

pharmacological therapies, governments from different countries have introduced several non-pharmaceutical21

interventions (NPI) to reduce human mobility and social contact1. Different NPIs include, but are not limited22

to, the closing of national borders, the temporal partial or total lock-downs, and social distancing measures23

with the aim of attenuating the epidemic2.24

Several studies based on Anonymised Mobile (cell) Phone Data (AMPD) have been published analysing the25

relationship between human mobility and the spread of coronavirus3. For instance, in a study conducted in the26

USA, the authors reported a high correlation between human mobility and COVID-19 transmission rate4. A27

similar study conducted in Italy reports that mobility restrictions and social distancing policies could reduce28

contagions up to 45%5. AMPD has also been used to study how the different NPIs can change the underlying29

structure of the human mobility networks and how those changes affect the spread of the disease6,7.30

AMPD has also been integrated into epidemiological models to simulate the spread of SARS-CoV-2 in time31
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and space. For instance, a model integrating human mobility was used to predict the first wave of COVID-1932

cases in Spain and to call the government to enforce a full lockdown8,9. Similarly, models have also been33

used to study the impact of mobility restrictions, physical distancing, as well as the impact of lockdown on34

social inequalities10–12. Models are critical in the design of NPIs to effectively mitigate the pandemic while35

reducing the negative impact on the economy, education, and other social activities13,14. However, developing36

realistic models to guide policy-makers decisions requires high quality and up-to-date data15. Ideally, data37

records should be open access, de-identified, periodically updated, and should include data on human mobility,38

COVID-19 daily cases, and contact tracing, among other sources of information. Furthermore, data records39

should be properly geo-localized with the highest possible degree of spatio-temporal resolution16.40

Several data-sets on human mobility have been made publicly available to help analyse and model the epidemic41

dynamics. Pepe et al, have released a data-set based on 170,000 de-identified and aggregated smartphone42

users that account for movements between Italian provinces17. Another notable data-set includes a regularly43

updated multi-scale human mobility dynamic network across the United States18. Furthermore, data-sets44

on COVID-19 cases across the globe have been also released19,20. However, to our knowledge, none of the45

cited data-sets integrates cross-referenced geo-localized data on human mobility and COVID-19 cases into one46

all-inclusive open resource.47

Herein we present a cross-referenced geographic information system (GIS) named COVID-19 Flow-Maps to48

manage, retrieve, visualise and analyse regularly updated time-series data on population mobility networks and49

daily reports of COVID-19 cases in Spain (Figure 1). Human mobility data is provided as Origin-Destination (OD)50

matrices at different levels of spatial and temporal resolution (district, province, and autonomous community51

on a daily and hourly basis). Every mobility data record reports the number of people performing zero, one,52

two, or more trips, on a daily basis. Health data consisting of daily confirmed COVID-19 cases is also provided53

on a daily basis and at different levels of spatial resolution. All the data has been gathered from official access54

points, as detailed in the Data Records section. We offer provenance records that track the origin of the data55

and information regarding all the processing steps in those cases where the data has been consolidated. All56

data records are regularly-updated and are accessible through an Application Programming Interface (API) as57

well as through a dedicated GitHub repository. We also provide an interactive web application for exploring the58

data. In this work, we present the system and illustrative examples to show how the combination of mobility59

and health data can help public health directives to effectively mitigate COVID-19 transmission.60

Methods61

Data acquisition62

The COVID-19 data records for Spain are retrieved from endpoints provided by a variety of official sources63

including national-level reports, as well as those reported by autonomous community governments (see COVID-64

19 data and Data Records section and Online Table 1). As data is obtained from different sources, each65

record differs in its format, including different fields, field names, and the level of aggregation (e.g. age,66

gender). Additionally, data retrieved from different sources are mapped into different geographical layers (e.g.67

autonomous communities, provinces, municipalities). Therefore, in addition to the COVID-19 reported cases,68

the spatial information needed for its mapping is also retrieved from the corresponding official sources (see69

Online Table 2). Population mobility records based on AMPD are reported by the Spanish Ministry of Transport,70

Mobility and Urban Agenda (MITMA, Ministerio de Transportes, Movilidad y Agenda Urbana) in tabular format71

and it include two different daily reports, as well as the geographical layer needed to map the data (for further72

details see Mobility data in Data Records section).73

Data Processing and Consolidation74

To automatically update the COVID-19 Flow-Maps data records we have implemented a workflow that retrieves75

data from different endpoints, processes and stores new records (see Code availability section). The first76

step in this workflow is to validate new entries by checking inconsistent and missing values. Secondly, the77

system controls for duplicated entries ensuring that for any given territorial unit on a given date a single78

reported value exists. Finally, for all the integrated data sources, the original entries, as well as the registry79

of any modification, are also stored in the provenance collection (see Data Provenance subsections). For80
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each geographical layer needed to geo-localise each data entry we stored all the geometries, translating the81

Geographic Coordinates on ETRS89 Datum (EPSG:4258), and assigning them a symbolic and unique layer82

name (see Geographical Layers in Data Records section).83

COVID-19 cases reports84

When integrating a source that reports COVID-19 cases, three key attributes are first identified, namely, the85

date for the reported event, the reported value (e.g. daily/accumulated incidence) and any attribute that86

can be used to geo-reference the data. Geo-referencing attributes can be geographic coordinates or, more87

usually, an identifier that matches a geometry of a defined geographical layer, e.g. the unique identifier of a88

municipality and a reference to that layer. For instance, the government of some autonomous communities89

reports COVID-19 cases on a daily basis at the level of Basic Health Areas (BHA) whereas others report cases90

by municipalities (see COVID-19 data and Data Records section). Missing values of the daily incidence for a91

given date or geographic area are imputed with zero values while missing values of cumulative incidence are92

imputed based on the previous available value. After validation, since some data sources either report daily93

incidence or cumulative incidence, we also calculate one attribute from the other. Moreover, field names are94

normalised while also keeping the original field names and values to be queried. Additionally, commonly used95

metrics such as accumulated incidences over one and two weeks are also calculated and stored.96

Reconstruction of mobility networks97

The reconstruction of mobility networks relies on two main sources of information, namely: recorded events98

data and mobile phone network topology data. The former corresponds to anonymized data associated with the99

connection records of the mobile devices with the mobile phone network. These records include both active100

and passive events. Active events are made up of CDRs (Call Detail Records) that provide a record every time a101

device interacts with the network (calls, sending text messages, data sessions). These records are joined with102

passive event data (periodic update of the device position, changes in coverage areas, etc.), providing a very103

high temporal granularity. Regarding spatial resolution, location information is available at the level of the104

coverage area of each antenna - which implies a spatial resolution of tens or hundreds of meters in the city105

and up to several kilometres in rural areas, which provides an idea of the uncertainty that is introduced in the106

determination of the position according to the areas analysed.107

The recorded events data are processed in a secure environment within the mobile operator’s infrastructure108

where this data is aggregated and anonymized in compliance with the existing European and Spanish legis-109

lation, e.g. LOPD-ODD (Ley de Protección de Datos). The phone network data includes the location of the110

communication towers which are used to obtain a Voronoi Diagram of the cellular coverage map. Additional111

sources used include land use information from the Spanish Land Use Information System (SIOSE), population112

data (i.e. the register of inhabitants by districts) and the Spanish transportation network (e.g. airports location,113

rail network, etc.).114

The first step in the data processing workflow consists of the extraction and pseudonymisation of the mobile115

(cell) phone records. The pseudonymization of the records is based on the use of a one-way hash function, that116

is, a function that allows the calculation of an anonymized identifier from the original identifier (usually the117

International Mobile Subscriber Identity) in such a way that it is impossible to carry out the reverse process.118

Furthermore, a perfect hash function is used to avoid collisions, i.e. that two different original identifiers119

produce the same anonymized identifier. The anonymized phone records are stored in a secure environment120

within the infrastructure of the mobile operator, where the algorithm used to aggregate the anonymized data121

will also run.122

The processing and analysis of the raw data can be divided into the following steps21: (i) pre-processing and123

cleaning of the data; (ii) construction of the sample; (iii) identification of the place of habitual residence and124

the place of overnight stay; (iv) extraction and inferences of activities and trips; (v) extrapolation of sample125

results; and (vi) generation of indicators. First of all, a pre-processing of the mobile phone data is carried out to126

facilitate its management, ordering and grouping the records in the most convenient way for further analysis.127

A data integrity check is also carried out to eliminate possible errors in the mobile operator’s data. The process128

of data cleaning and debugging of errors is essential to ensure the quality of the data, preventing possible129

source of errors from distorting the results obtained with the algorithms used for the extraction of activity and130
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mobility patterns. To construct the sample, a selection of valid users is first made to provide information on131

their movements. This selection is made according to different criteria related to their phone activity so that132

this is sufficient to establish their behaviour patterns with an adequate level of reliability.133

To identify the area of most usual home areas of the users, an analysis of the behavioural patterns is conducted134

over several weeks. In a similar way, the overnight stay area is also identified. This information will be used135

later in the sample extrapolation process. To identify activities and trips, a combination of criteria based on136

the duration of stay times, travel itineraries and patterns of behaviour throughout the study period, filtering137

intermediate stops subordinate to the journey and made between stages of the journey (e.g. intermediate stops138

for a transfer at a bus/train station). The result of this step is the sequence of activities and trips made on the139

analysed days. The information associated with each activity includes the location, the start time and the end140

time. As associated information, each trip includes origin (location of the activity immediately prior to the trip),141

destination (location of the activity immediately after the trip), the start time of the trip (time of the end of the142

previous activity) and end time (start time of the next activity), distance, home place, activity in the origin and143

activity in the destination.144

The extrapolation of the sample is carried out by taking as the sampling reference the population residing in145

the country, according to the data from the Population Register provided by the National Institute of Statistics.146

Standard sample extrapolation procedures are used (similar to those used, for example, in a household mobility147

survey), applying expansion factors by area of residence based on the sample/population ratio for each age148

and gender segment in each district. Finally, the information obtained in the previous steps is presented with149

the required spatial and temporal resolution and the desired segmentation to generate the origin-destination150

matrices and the rest of the mobility indicators previously described. The generation of the mobility indicators151

has been carried out using specialised software developed for this purpose and all these processes are carried152

out within the mobile operator’s infrastructure, so that the information generated and delivered to our source,153

the MITMA official site for data release, is already aggregated and anonymized.154

The output obtained from the processing steps is then used for generating two mobility indicators: the hourly-155

based OD matrices referred to as the Maestra 1, and the daily population mobility descriptions referred156

as the Maestra 2 (see Mobility data in the Data Records section). Both indicators are geo-referenced to a157

custom layer referred to as the MITMA mobility layer (see Geographical Layers in the Data Records section).158

Further details on the analysis and processing of mobility data are provided on the official page of the study159

(https://www.mitma.gob.es/ministerio/covid-19/evolucion-movilidad-big-data).160

Mobility indicators are further processed to obtain more aggregated mobility metrics. Hourly-based OD161

matrices (Maestra 1 ) are aggregated to obtain daily mobility matrices. Furthermore, daily population mobility162

indicators (Maestra 2 ) that provide the number of people that have done zero, one, two, and more than two163

trips, are aggregated within each mobility area in a given date to estimate the total population of each mobility164

area on a daily basis. The total population computed in this way is stored to be used in the calculation of other165

descriptors (e.g. daily incidence by total population). The population inferred from Maestra 2 is estimated166

on a daily basis and thus it captures the fluctuations in the population due to net mobility over the year (e.g.167

mobility during summer vacations).168

Data Provenance169

The database has all the information needed to identify the origin of the data, all the processing carried out, the170

original files retrieved, and the timestamp of the last update. Furthermore, copies of all the data obtained from171

the different sources are kept in their original formats and their source URL (if available). All this information172

can also be queried through the REST-API (see REST-API in the Usage Notes section).173

Data projection using geographical layers overlay174

In order to combine COVID-19 daily incidence and population mobility data, both data records should be175

projected onto the same geographical layer. In some cases, one Polygons in one layer must be covered by a176

single polygon from another layer, with an exclusive overlap (e.g. municipalities are included in provinces). In177

other cases, the overlap between the two layers is not exclusive, which means that polygons in one layer can178

be covered by more than one polygon from another layer. For instance, COVID-19 daily incidences and mobility179
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data are geo-referenced into different geographical layers that cannot be combined directly. Thus, to overcome180

this issue, we have implemented a general approach to project data among different geographical layers. The181

approach is based on linear interpolation over the overlaying areas between the polygons from the two layers.182

We call this process "projecting" data from a source layer (e.g. municipalities) into the target layer (e.g. BHAs).183

Spatial Overlay Matrix184

In general, a geographical layer is composed of several different polygons. For example, in the case of the185

province layer, each individual province will correspond to a polygon that defines its geographic frontier or186

border. Therefore, given two layers A = {A1,A2, . . .} with NA polygons and B = {B1,B2, ...} with NB polygons, we187

define the NAxNB Spatial Overlay Matrix OAB where OAB
i, j contains the proportion of the polygon Ai that falls into188

the polygon B j. In general, OAB 6= OBA and all the rows in the overlay matrix sum up to 1:189

∀i,
NB

∑
j=1

OAB
i, j = 1 (1)

Population-based overlay matrix190

Using Spatial-based overlays has the implicit assumption that the population is distributed uniformly on the191

territory. Nonetheless, this assumption may not hold in most cases, and therefore, some authors have proposed192

using population density grids to improve the projection’s accuracy. The idea is to account for how the193

population is distributed among the territory and use the population overlays, i.e. the number of people each194

area of the first layer share with each area of the second layer. Therefore this approach requires information195

on how the population is distributed with high spatial resolution. Herein we use the population density grid196

provided by GEOSTAT22 that accounts for the population distribution of all Europe. This grid has cells of 1kmš,197

and each cell has assigned an estimated population value.198

To calculate the population-based overlays between layer A and a second layer B using the population density199

grid G we first calculate the intersections between A and B obtaining a set of intersections IAB (as in the case of200

the spatial overlay). Then, for each intersection, we calculate its population by performing a second intersection201

with the population grid. The population of each intersection is calculated as the sum of the population of the202

cells that fit completely in the intersection, and the fraction of those cells that overlay but do not fit completely.203

Once we have the population of each intersection, we build the overlay matrix using population values instead204

of areas. Finally, as in the case of the Spatial-based overlays, the rows of the overlay matrix are normalised so205

that each row sums one (see Equation 1).206

Data projection using the overlay matrix207

Given a row vector V A of data on layer A (e.g. COVID-19 incidence value for each polygon of layer A), this data208

can be projected into the layer B by just multiplying V A and the overlay matrix:209

V B =V AOAB (2)

Figure 2-a shows an example of how cases geo-referenced in an origin layer A can be projected into a destination210

layer B using a pre-calculated overlay matrix. Interestingly, this approach does not depend on how the overlay211

matrix was constructed, i.e. if it is based on geographic or population-based overlays.212

The same approach is also used to project an OD mobility matrix between geographical layers. Projecting213

OD matrices to other geographical layer allow the integration of population mobility with data-set reported214

in a different layer, e.g. one on which COVID-19 cases are reported. In general, given a mobility matrix MA
215

geo-referenced to the layer A, each entry MA
i j contains the number of trips from polygon Ai to polygon A j,216

(both polygons from layer A) it can be projected to the layer B by multiplying it by the overlay matrix and its217

transpose:218

MB = (OAB)T MAOAB (3)
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Such calculation can be seen as first projecting the origins and then projecting the destinations (2-b). Overlay219

matrices for all the combinations of geographical layers have been computed and stored in the database,220

enabling a fast projection of any data-set between the different geographical layers.221

Mobility Associated Risk222

To assess the effect of population mobility on the spreading of COVID-19, we have developed a risk score223

named Mobility Associated Risk (MAR). The MAR score integrates daily cases with populations flows between224

different geographical areas (i.e. OD matrices), e.g. provinces or BHAs, to estimate how likely it is that cases225

spread as a consequence of human mobility (see Figure 3). Herein, we use the incidence accumulated over226

two weeks as an estimator of the number of active cases. Then, for a given geographical layer L with n zones227

j := 1...n, and a given date t, we refer to the cases accumulated over two weeks as I14
j (t). This estimator is then228

normalised to the total population reported in zone j at the same date t.229

i14
j (t) = I14

j (t) / Nk(t) (4)

where Nk(t) is the total population in zone j at date t and i j(t) is the estimator of the active cases per total230

number of inhabitants. We then combine the i j(t) from each zone j together with a daily OD mobility matrix for231

the date t as follows:232

R j,k(t) = i14
j (t) M j,k(t) (5)

where M j,k(t) is the number of trips from j to k with both values reported at date t, and R j,k(t) is an estimation233

of the expected number of infected subjects also moving from zone j to k at day t. In general, when the234

daily COVID-19 cases and the mobility are reported in the same geographical layer L, the risk R j,k(t) can be235

calculated for all pairs of zones j and k by the element-wise, or Hadamard product between the nx1 vector236

~i(t) = [i14
1 (t) · · · i14

n (t)]T of cases densities and the nxn mobility matrix M(t):237

R(t) = ~i14(t)�M(t) =

i14
1 (t) ·M1,1(t) · · · i14

1 (t) ·M1,n(t)
...

. . .
...

i14
n (t) ·Mn,1(t) · · · i14

n (t) ·Mn,n(t)

 (6)

The matrix R(t) is thus a directed weighted network where the nodes correspond to the different n zones from238

layer L and the flow R j,k(t) between any pair of nodes ( j, k) is the estimated number of infected subjects moving239

from the source j to target k at t. The network-based structure of the mobility associated risk allows the240

definition of the total MAR incoming to zone k by summing the risk over all possible sources (i.e. summing the241

kth column of R(t)). In a similar way, that outgoing MAR for a given zone k corresponds to all the weighted242

edges having j as the source node (i.e. summing the kth row of R(t)).243

The risk network can be represented in the map to analyse the source of incoming MAR to any zone of interest.244

For instance, the risk network R(t) can be calculated between provinces by combining daily incidence reported245

at province level together with mobility data aggregated at the same level. Figure 3b-c shows a representation246

of the incoming and outgoing mobility-associated risk for the province of Barcelona for the 10th of October247

2020. The incoming risk represents the expected number of imported cases from other provinces (Figure 3-b)248

whereas the outgoing risk corresponds to the expected number of infected individuals travelling to a different249

province (Figure 3-c). Mobility Associated Risk (MAR) can be calculated at different scales of spatial resolution250

by aggregating mobility zones based on different criteria.251

Finally, we would like to stress that although we are aware that the MAR score is a raw approximation (e.g.252

infected cases in quarantine are not expected to travel with the same frequency as healthy people does), we253

find it can be used as an approach to evaluate the risk of outbreaks in different zones due to imported cases.254
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Data Visualisation255

We have developed a web interactive data dashboard to visualise different metrics as well as results from256

different analysis pipelines using interactive maps, plots and tables. The COVID-19 Flow-Maps Boards are a set257

of interactive web dashboards that provide access to different reports of the health situation, the population258

mobility and its associated risk for the different regions of Spain. Currently, we provide access to three different259

interactive dashboards for the analysis and visualisation of the evolution of COVID-19 cases in Spain (at three260

different scales of spatial resolution); the population mobility between different municipalities (or districts, in261

densely populated areas); and the MAR networks between regions. The COVID-19 Flow-Maps Boards can be262

accessed through the following link: http://flowmaps.life.bsc.es/.263

Data Records264

COVID-19 Flow-Maps (http://flowmaps.life.bsc.es/) is a geographic information system that integrates265

two main sources of information for analysing the COVID-19 pandemic in Spain. In the first place, the system266

provides daily reports on COVID-19 cases for different regions and at different scales of spatial resolution;267

secondly, the system provides access to a daily updated data-set on population mobility which includes Origin-268

Destination (OD) matrices and the total number of trips per person per day. The system also provides access to269

the different geographical layers to which the different data-sets are geo-referenced. All data collections are270

stored in a distributed MongoDB database that can be queried through a REST-API and a command-line utility271

(see Usage Notes section). Furthermore, the data records introduced in this section can be downloaded from272

our periodically updated GitHub data repository (https://github.com/bsc-flowmaps).273

Geographical Layers274

This data record includes all geographical layers on which the different data records are geo-referenced (e.g.275

mobility, COVID-19 cases). The different layers can be grouped into those that cover the whole territory of276

Spain (e.g. municipalities) and those that are restricted to a specific region (Table 1). Among those that277

cover the full territory of Spain, the record accounts for the first four levels of administrative division, that is,278

autonomous communities, provinces, municipalities and districts. These layers are retrieved from the National279

Centre of Geographic Information (see Online Table 2 for details on the sources). Additionally, in the case of280

the mobility data-set, the events are geo-referenced to mobility zones from a custom layer that is provided281

together with the mobility data-sets. This layer was reconstructed combining cell-phone antennas coverage282

areas together with districts and municipalities and includes 2850 different mobility areas (see Figure 4-c) that283

cover almost the entire territory of Spain. In general, each area in the MITMA mobility layer may correspond284

to a district or group of districts in densely populated areas, and to municipalities or groups of municipalities in285

regions with low population density. However, there are some rural areas not covered by cell phone antennas286

and thus not assigned to any mobility zone.287

The set of layers for specific regions corresponds to the Basic Health Areas (BHA) of different autonomous288

communities (see Figure 4 d). According to the national health administration of Spain, each autonomous289

community is divided in a set of BHAs, where each individual area corresponds to the geographic delimitation290

for the operating of a primary care unit. Because many autonomous communities report COVID-19 cases by291

BHA, we have included the corresponding layer. Table 1 only includes the geographical layer of the BHA for292

Cataluña, Castilla y León, Madrid, Navarra and País Vasco, because those are the regions that report COVID-19293

cases at the levels of BHAs. The data record also includes other geographical layers (see COVID-19 data in the294

Data Records section). Geographical layers are distributed in GeoJSON format in one layer per file. In addition295

to the coordinates of polygons, each layer file also provides the information needed for it crosse-reference with296

the other data-records, including unique polygon identifiers, province and autonomous communities unique297

codes, as well as other useful information such as pre-calculated centroids. The released data can be retrieved298

using the following link: https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.4634663.299

COVID-19 data300

The COVID-19 record includes daily cases for all Spain reported at the level of autonomous communities as301

well as provinces (see Figure 4 a and b). Each record has an associated date, the corresponding identifier302

of the layer and code of the region and a set of COVID-19 related fields, which include the number of cases303
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(daily incidence) as well as the number of cases segregated by test type, i.e. PCR, antigen, antibody, ELISA or304

unknown. Additionally, information on the total daily hospitalisations and admissions into intensive healthcare305

units, reported by provinces, are also provided.306

This data record also includes COVID-19 cases at a higher spatial resolution (e.g. municipalities) reported307

by several autonomous communities. Currently, eight out of the nineteen autonomous communities publish308

reports with local daily COVID-19 cases at the level of municipalities or BHAs. On the one hand, Castilla y309

León, Madrid, Navarra and País Vasco report COVID-19 cases at the level of local BHAs; on the other hand310

Asturias, Navarra and Valencia report daily access at the level of municipalities; Cataluña local government311

reports COVID-19 daily cases at the level of BHA as well as municipalities. Table 2 shows the different312

COVID-19 data-sets that are integrated into this record, together with the associated geographical layer in313

which the data is reported. In this way, each entry reporting COVID-19 cases includes the reporting date, the314

geographical layer and identifier of the specific polygon within the layer and the number of cases reported,315

reported as daily and cumulative incidence. Additionally, each entry also includes useful metrics, such as the316

rolling average of the daily incidence over one and two weeks, the population in that area and the number of317

cases per 100,000 inhabitants. More detailed information regarding the specific data fields reported by each318

different source is provided in Online Table 3. The released data can be retrieved using the following link:319

https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.4634869.320

Mobility data321

Mobility data records come from a study conducted by MITMA, which analyses the mobility and distribution of322

the population in Spain from February 14th 2020 until the present date, and will be conducted until December323

31st 2021. (https://www.mitma.gob.es/ministerio/covid-19/evolucion-movilidad-big-data). The study is based on324

a sample of more than 13 million anonymised mobile-phone lines provided by a single mobile operator whose325

subscribers are evenly distributed.326

The data record includes two different and complementary indicators, referred to as Maestra 1 and Maestra 2,327

whose records are geo-referenced to the MITMA mobility layer (see Table 1). The MITMA layer is composed328

of 2850 zones and is described in Geographical Layers within the Data Records section. The unit to measure329

mobility is the trip. For any person, it is considered as a trip any movement of more than 500 meters that lasts330

more than 20 minutes (see Data Processing and Consolidation). Is worth noting that, the origin and destination331

zone might be the same one (e.g. a person that goes to the store nearby his/her residence).332

Maestra 1: Origin-Destination matrix for the mobility layer, with hourly resolution333

Each entry has a date and time period (the range between two consecutive hours), the origin and destination334

zones and the number of trips from origin to destination. Origin and destination zones correspond to geometries335

from the MITMA mobility layer and internal trips (same layer of origin and destination) are also reported.336

Moreover, each entry also reports the putative activity of the grouped trips (from home to work, for instance),337

ranked travelled distances (in kilometres) as well as the total distance covered by the aggregated trips. The338

activity at the origin and at the destination for the reported trips in a given entry is classified into one of the339

following options: home, work, or other; therefore, each data entry groups trips by origin-destination and340

by all the matrix segmentation (place of residence, distance, travel time, activity at the origin, activity at the341

destination, etc).342

Maestra 2: Trips per person matrix on each mobility area on a daily basis.343

This indicator reports population-based daily mobility behaviour. For each date and zone from the MITMA344

mobility layer, the indicator reports how many persons have performed 0, 1, 2 or more than 2 trips. While the345

indicator does not provide the destination of the trips, it accounts for the fractions of people performing at346

least one trip or none, as well as the estimated total population in that zone for the given date (considering as347

population those persons who stay overnight in the zone on that date).348

OD matrices have been projected into different geographical layers and at different spatial resolution and349

are provided to direct use. Table 3 describes the different origin/destination layers into which OD matrices350

have been projected and are provided. The released data can be retrieved using the following link: https:351

//doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.4634896. Mobility data with hourly resolution can be retrieved from the COVID-352
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19 Flow-Maps system using the REST-API. Regardin population data, the released data can be retrieved using353

the following link: https://10.5281/zenodo.4635259354

Technical Validation355

Validation of estimated population356

Population values used for different calculations (e.g. daily cases per total population, mobility associated risk)357

are estimated using the indicatorMaestra 2 from the mobility data record where the population in each MITMA358

mobility zones is daily reported. We use this estimation because it accounts for the population fluctuations in359

the different regions over the year. Herein, we compare our estimated population values to those reported in360

the Spanish census of 201923. The population values from the Spanish census are reported by municipalities361

whereas our estimations are reported by MITMA mobility areas. To allow the comparison of both data-sets,362

we aggregate population to province-level and compare the values at this geographical level. Moreover, we363

compare the population reported in the census with the population estimated from Maestra 2 indicator for364

four different dates. We calculate the Person correlation and found coefficients greater than 0.99 in the four365

cases. We also calculate the mean relative difference and in the four cases we find values lower than 2.5% (see366

Online Table 4). The difference may be due to the fact that some people do not live in the city where they are367

registered, among other things. Furthermore, the results show that the estimated values that are more similar368

to those reported by the census, correspond to the population estimated for the 2020-04-15, which is just369

after the beginning of the lockdown. We also find that population estimates that exhibit larger deviations from370

the reference values are for those of the autonomous cities of Ceuta and Melilla that have a very particular371

population structure (see Online Table 4). In summary, we find that the population estimated from Maestra 2372

indicator is in good agreement with those values reported in the Spanish census of 2019.373

Evaluation of Spatial and Population-based data projection approaches374

As explained in the Data projection using geographical layers overlay subsection within the Methods section,375

data projection is a critical step for the integration of data-sets reported in different geographical layers.376

The projection is a linear interpolation using a defined overlay matrix. We have implemented two different377

approaches to reconstruct overlay matrices; one approach uses the ratios between areas (Spatial-based)378

whereas the other introduces a correction based on the distribution of the population (Population-based). To379

compare the accuracy of both approaches we first project the population reported by MITMA mobility areas into380

municipalities using both, Spatial and Population-based overlay matrices. Second, we compare the population381

values resulting from the projection into municipalities from those of the Spanish census of 201923. Figure 5382

shows the comparison between the population projected using both overlay matrices with respect to those of383

the Spanish census. In both cases, we find correlation coefficients close to one. Nonetheless, the population384

projected the Spatial-based overlays exhibit a higher dispersion. To quantify these differences we calculate the385

RMSE between the projected values and those from the census. The RMSE found for the Spatial-based and386

Population-based overlays are 3200 and 2500, respectively. Thus, although Spatial-based overlays seem to be387

a good approximation, population-based overlays introduce less distortion and produce more reliable results.388

Comparison of OD mobility data with other studies389

To evaluate the quality of the mobility data from MITMA we compare our daily OD matrices to those from390

a different data-set. For this comparison, we use data from a study conducted by the National Institute of391

Statistics (INE, Instituto Nacional de Estadística). This study is based on the analysis of the position of more392

than 80% of mobile phones throughout Spain and it provides OD flows between areas and between mobility393

areas as long as they involve more than 15 people24. The data-set includes daily reported OD matrices from394

March to June 2020 and the geographical layer in which the population flows are reported is very similar to395

MITMA mobility layer. Nonetheless, to compare both data-set we first identify the common set of mobility396

zones and find 2680 mobility zones common to both data-set. Using the set of common mobility areas, we397

compare the number of trips for every origin-destination combination in the data. We also aggregate the398

mobility network at provinces and autonomous communities levels and compare the resulting aggregated OD399

matrices. Moreover, we compare both mobility data-sets for four different dates. Figure 6 shows the results400

of the different comparisons. These comparisons show high correlations in all cases. Nonetheless, while the401
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comparison of the aggregated OD matrices at both, province and autonomous community levels, show a very402

high correlation (R2 ∼ 1), the comparison at the mobility areas level shows more dispersion (R2 ∼ 0.8). As403

expected, the discrepancies increase when lower fluxes are compared and decrease when higher ones are404

considered. Strikingly, the slope of the linear regression is ∼ 10 in all the cases, indicating the MITMA data-sets405

measure more trips than those reported in the INE study. This can be due to the fact that in the INE data-set406

the definition of trip differs from that used in the MITMA study; specifically, in the INE study, the destination407

areas are defined as those where the phones are more frequently detected during the 10 am to 4 pm period of a408

given day, as long as the phone has been in that area for at least two hours24. Beside these systemic differences,409

the comparison shows that there is a good agreement between both studies. Nonetheless MITMA mobility data410

record, here presented, offers trips reported on an hourly basis with a more accurate trip definition and the411

study, starting in February 2020 is expected to continue reporting data.412

Usage Notes413

In this section, we present simple examples to illustrate the potential uses of this data source, as well as414

how to access the different data records. In addition, we also provide some suggestions on how to integrate415

and analyse the different data records. Data records can be accessed in three different ways. We have416

implemented a REST-API to allow querying the whole COVID-19 Flow-Maps system (see REST-API in Code417

availability section); on top the REST-API we developed command-line download toolkit to download the418

data records in a more simple way (see REST-API Code availability section); in addition, all data records419

are periodically uploaded to our data repository (https://github.com/bsc-flowmaps). Finally, we have420

also developed a set of web-based interactive data dashboards for exploratory analysis of the data records421

(https://flowmaps.life.bsc.es/flowboard/).422

COVID-19 Incidence423

The COVID-19 data record includes cases reported at different levels of spatial resolution (Figure 7). Further,424

exploratory analysis shows that data-sets on COVID-19 cases reported by different sources may have different425

reporting biases. For instance, the data-sets that account for all of Spain, i.e. ES.covid_cca and ES.covid_pro426

do not report cases on weekends and these cases are reported on Mondays. To avoid this kind of biases we427

suggest users to apply rolling means on the time series previous to and analysis. Alternatively, users can also428

use weekly accumulated incidence for any given date. Weekly accumulated incidence can also be used as429

a proxy to estimate the number of infected individuals in a given date; a useful metric for epidemiological430

modelling. In general, we have found that the criteria used for reporting can vary between the different sources431

included in this data record. Furthermore, we find that in order to evaluate the health state of a particular432

region in absolute numbers, weekly accumulated or averaged incidence are good estimators. However, to433

compare the incidence between different regions we suggest the use of cases per 100,000 inhabitants to434

normalise by populations size. In Figure 7 we use maps to show cases reported in different regions; the435

maps on the left-side panel show daily incidence whereas those on the right side show cases per 100,000436

inhabitants. To facilitate the analysis of the data the weekly accumulated incidence as well as cases per 100,000437

inhabitants have been pre-calculated and included in all the provided COVID-19 data-sets. The COVID-19438

data record of Flow-Maps also provides cases reported at higher spatial resolution. For instance, Figure 7439

shows two incidences metrics at the level of provinces for all of Spain and at the level of the BHA of Cataluña.440

The resulting plot shows both the net incidence and the incidence by 100k population. We find maps are441

powerful visualisation tools and for that reason, we also provide geographical layers in GeoJSON format (see442

Geographical Layers in Methods sections). All COVID-19 data-set are cross-referenced to the corresponding443

layer in which the data is reported which facilitate the use of maps for visualisation proposes. Herein, maps444

were generated using Plotly library (see Code availability for further details on the tools used). To facilitate the445

exploratory analysis of COVID-19 data-sets our COVID-19 Flow-Board web application provides an integrated446

dashboard for visualising incidence plots, including interactive maps and time series curves. This analysis tool447

also allows the users to explore data on cases for different rates and at different scales of spatial resolution and448

can be accessed through the following link: https://flowmaps.life.bsc.es/flowboard/board_incidence/.449
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Mobility data analysis450

To evaluate population mobility in general terms we use as an index the percentage of people taking at least451

one daily trip. This mobility index is more accurate than the total number of trips because a single person can452

perform several trips in a given date. Figure 8-a shows the result of a coarse-grained analysis of population453

mobility from 14th February of 2020 to 15th January of 2021 in Spain, using the mobility index. The results454

show a seasonal behaviour with a drop on the weekends. For this reason, when comparing mobility for different455

dates, we suggest comparing dates that correspond to the same day of the week. Moreover, the mobility index456

shows an abrupt change at the begging of the lockdown that lasted from 14th March until the 21st Jun of 2020457

(Figure 8-a. The analysis also shows that the number of people taking no trips doubled, while the number458

of people taking more than two trips was reduced to half (data not shown). Another change in the mobility459

patterns can be noted at the beginning of January when the Iberian Peninsula was hit by an extraordinary460

snowstorm, the largest in Spain since 197125. As a consequence, population mobility was severely reduced due461

to the state of the roads and highways.462

On the other hand, OD matrices should be used when analyzing population mobility flows between different463

regions. Figures 8-b-c show the number of trips within and between autonomous communities. While the464

analysis of the flows also show a very similar pattern to the one exhibited by the mobility index (Figures 8-a), the465

analysis by flows also indicate change during summer. For instance, an increase in the number of trips between466

autonomous communities is observed in summer whereas the opposite trend is found for internal trips. Finally,467

to illustrate the granularity of the mobility data Figure 8-d shows a representation of the origin-destination468

network at the level of MITMA mobility areas for three different states: before the pandemic, during the469

lockdown, and after the summer. To facilitate the exploratory analysis of the mobility data-sets the COVID-19470

Flow-Board provides an integrated dashboard for visualising map-based representation of the mobility networks471

at different scales of spatial resolution. This analysis tool basic data analytics on population mobility and can472

be accessed through the following link: https://flowmaps.life.bsc.es/flowboard/board_mobility/.473

Mobility Associated Risk474

In order to integrate mobility and COVID-19 cases, we have introduced a risk score named Mobility Associated475

Risk. The MAR score combines mobility flows and incidence to estimate the potential risk of importing/exporting476

cases (see Mobility Associated Risk in Methods section). Thus, the MAR score could be of potential use to477

assist the design of targeted NPI, e.g. confining a specific region, or to inform citizens about the current478

situation. Moreover, the MAR score can be used to compare the different source of incoming risk for a given479

region. For instance, Figure 9 shows the evolution of the MAR score incoming to Asturias during 2020. We480

have selected the top four sources of risk. To illustrate the idea underlying the MAR score, the Figure shows481

the evolution of cases in each source together with the number of trips from the source to Asturias (9-a-b).482

Combining the former indicators the MAR score is calculated (see Figure 9-c). The Figure allows seeing that483

during summer, the main source of incoming MAR for Asturias was Madrid. Interestingly, for those dates, the484

number of trips coming from Madrid is considerably lower than the other three sources. Nonetheless, the485

number of cases in Madrid was growing. Altogether, this example highlights the importance of combining486

mobility and cases to have more broad pictures of the epidemiological process. In the presented example, MAR487

was calculate by aggregating mobility and cases to the level of provinces. Nevertheless, the MAR score can488

be calculated at different levels of aggregation. Calculated MAR at different levels of spatial resolution can489

be download from our systems and it is also included in daily reported individual file in the data repository.490

The COVID-19 Flow-Board also provides an integrated dashboard for visualising MAR scores between regions491

at different scales of spatial resolution. The MAR data dashboard can be acceded through the following link:492

https://flowmaps.life.bsc.es/flowboard-test/board_risk/493

Code availability494

All the code used in the process of data acquisition, processing and analysis have been written in Python495

Language (version 3.7) and executed in a Linux environment. For data handling, analysis and visualisation496

we have used the following python libraries: Pandas (0.11.0) SciPy (1.5.2) and Seaborn (0.11.0). All spatial497

operations have been conducted using GeoPandas (version 0.8.1). The database used to host COVID-19498

Flow-Maps is MongoDB (version 4.2.8). The REST-API used to expose the data is implemented using python499
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eve (version 1.1.2). The source code used in this work is available in the public GitHub repository that also500

hosts the data-set. COVID-19 Flow-Board interactive dashboards were implemented in plotly (version 4.11.0)501

REST-API502

We provide a REST API that gives access to the data stored in the MongoDB database. It allows consumers to503

retrieve multiple documents using query strings, allowing for filtering and sorting. Filters can be provided504

using MongoDB syntax or Python conditional expressions. It has been created using the open-source python-eve505

framework (version 1.1.2). Among other fetch-able collections, the API allows downloading the time-dependent506

population mobility networks across Spain, and daily reports of COVID-19 cases in Spain, at different levels507

of spatial resolution. The API can be accessed using the endpoint: https://flowmaps.life.bsc.es/api/.508

Complete documentation with examples can be found at: https://flowmaps.life.bsc.es/api/docs509

Command-line utility and python library for downloading the data510

Although all the data records presented in this work is accessible through a REST API, to enable easy access to511

most relevant collections, we have implemented a lightweight library and a series of scripts in python language512

to ease the task of downloading the data-sets. The package allows fetching and ingesting the time-dependent513

population mobility networks across Spain (provided by MITMA), and daily reports of COVID-19 cases in514

Spain, at different levels of spatial resolution, provided by the National Centre of Epidemiology (CNE) and the515

different Autonomous Communities. In addition, the package allows downloading the multiple geographical516

layers for Spain, in GeoJSON format, at the same levels of spatial resolution as the mobility and COVID-19517

data. All this code has been packed and published as the standalone python package flowmaps-data. The518

flowmaps-data toolkit can be installed from pypi repositories with the command pip install flowmaps-data.519

The package comes with a command line utility that can be used to list, describe and download the data-sets520

in several formats (CSV, JSON). A complete list of examples and installation instructions can be found here:521

https://pypi.org/project/flowmaps-data/ Altogether, this toolkit allows the user to query and retrieve522

different data records including, geographical layer, COVID-19 cases and population mobility, updated on daily523

basis for Spain.524
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Figures & Tables599

Figure 1. Graphical representation of COVID-19 Flow-Maps Geographic Information Systems. The main data
records include geographical layers for different territorial units, COVID-19 daily cases reported at different
spatial resolution and phone-based anonymized mobility data in the form of daily origin-destination matrices.
All the information is stored in non-SQL database that can be directly queried through a REST-API,
downloaded using provided scripts, and accessed through web-based interactive data dashboards.
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Figure 2. Toy example to explain the approach for projecting data between layers using Spatial-based
overlays. Panel a shows an example of cases projection from layer A to layer B, using the Spatial-based
overlays between both layers. Panel b shows an example of trips projection between the same layers.
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Figure 3. Mobility Associated Risk chart. Panel a is a graphic representation of how the mobility associated
risk between zones j and k is calculated from the normalised accumulated incidence and the number of trips.
Panels b and c show nd example of the total incoming and outgoing risk for the province of Barcelona
(highlighted in yellow). The colour scale on the maps from (c) and (b) indicate the incoming MAR and outgoing
MAR, respectively; more intense red/violet indicate a greater incoming/outgoing MAR respect the target zone.
Arrows indicate the top ten zones of incoming (b) outgoing (c) MAR.
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Figure 4. The figure represents the different geographical layer included in the database. In (a) and (b) the
coloured polygons correspond to the different autonomous communities and provinces of Spain, respectively.
For simplicity, the Canarias islands are represented in the bottom left box. Panel (c) represents the MITMA
mobility layer and the coloured polygons correspond to individual mobility zones that match district in
high-density populated areas and municipalities or groups of municipalities in less populated areas. Panel (d)
represents the layers for which some autonomous communities report COVID-19 cases with higher spatial
resolution than province level. From top to bottom and left to right the layers: Madrid’s BHAs, Cataluña’s
BHAs, Valencia’s Municipalities, Cantabria’s municipalities, Castilla y León BHAs, Navarra’s BHAs, País Vasco
BHAs, Asturias’ municipalities. In all the plots colours are only used for visualisation purposes.
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Figure 5. Comparison of data projection approaches between geographical layers. The figure represents the
census population reported by municipalities with respect to those values estimated from MITMA mobility data
after its projection from the MITMA mobility into the municipalities layer. Panel (a) and (b) show the result of
the projection using based Spatial and Population-based overlays, respectively.
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Figure 6. Comparison of mobility data-sets. The figure shows the comparison between the number of trips
reported by the MITMA and the INE data-sets at different levels of aggregation. From left to right, each panel
presents the comparison at mobility areas level, province level, and autonomous communities level. From (a)
to (d) the plots represent the comparison between different dates indicated on the top of each panel. The
Pearson correlation coefficient is indicated on the bottom right corner of each panel.
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Figure 7. COVID-19 cases for different spatial resolutions. Panel a and b show daily incidence and
accumulated incidence in a week per 100.000 people reported at the level of province and Cataluña BHA,
respectively.
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Figure 8. Population mobility patterns in Spain during 2020. Panel a shows the population percentage that
performs one or more trips in a given day. Panel (b) and c show the total number of daily trips between, and
within autonomous communities, respectively. Grey shaded area corresponds to the strict lockdown, whereas
dashed lines indicate the date of the mobility networks represented in panel (d). Panel (d) represents the
mobility networks between MITMA zones for three selected dates that are annotated on the left bottom corner
and indicated with a dashed vertical line in panels (a-c).
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Figure 9. Mobility Associated Risk incoming to Asturias during 2020. The figure shows the time evolution of
the COVID-19 cases, the trips and the MAR score for the top four main sources of incoming MAR related to
Asturias. Panel (a) shows the evolution of the number of COVID-19 cases per total number of inhabitants. Panel
(b) shows the evolution of the trips from the top four sources to Asturias. Panel (c) shows the evolution of MAR
incoming to Asturias from the top four main sources of risk.
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Table 1. Table describing the different geographical layer on which main data records are reported

Layer name ID Category Polygons

Autonomous communities cnig_ccaa Administrative 19
Provinces cnig_provincias Administrative 52
Municipies cnig_municipios Administrative 8212
Districts ine_districts Administrative 10483
Cataluña Basic Health Areas abs_09 Sanitary 374
Madrid Basic Health Areas zon_bas_13 Sanitary 286
Castilla y León Basic Health Areas zbs_07 Sanitary 247
Navarra Basic Health Areas zbs_15 Sanitary 57
País Vasco Health Areas oe_16 Sanitary 135
Mobility Areas mitma_mov Custom 2850

Table 2. Table describing the different sources of COVID-19 cases and the layer in which the data is reported.
Many sources provide more information besides the incidence.

Region Layer ID First record Extra info.

Spain Autonomous communities ES.covid_cca 2020-01-01
Spain Provinces ES.covid_cpro 2020-01-01
Cataluña BHA 09.covid_abs 2020-01-20
Navarra BHA 15.covid_abs 2020-03-25
Castilla y León BHA 07.covid_abs 2020-02-29
País Vasco BHA 16.covid_abs 2020-03-21
Madrid BHA 13.covid_abs 2020-02-27
Comunidad Valenciana Municipalities 10.covid_cumun 2020-05-27
Cantabria Municipalities 06.covid_cumun 2020-03-30
Asturias Municipalities 03.covid_cumun 2020-02-29
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Table 3. Table describing the different layer for which OD matrices have been projected into.

data-set ID Origin layer Target layer Projection Type Frequency

mitma_mov_mitma_mov mitma_mov mitma_mov None Hourly
mitma_mov_mitma_mov mitma_mov mitma_mov None Daily
abs_09_abs_09 abs_09 abs_09 Population-based Daily
abs_09_cnig_provincias abs_09 cnig_provincias Population-based Daily
cnig_ccaa_cnig_ccaa cnig_ccaa cnig_ccaa Population-based Daily
cnig_provincias_abs_09 cnig_provincias abs_09 Population-based Daily
cnig_provincias_cnig_provincias cnig_provincias cnig_provincias Population-based Daily
cnig_provincias_oe_16 cnig_provincias oe_16 Population-based Daily
cnig_provincias_zbs_07 cnig_provincias zbs_07 Population-based Daily
cnig_provincias_zbs_15 cnig_provincias zbs_15 Population-based Daily
cnig_provincias_zon_bas_13 cnig_provincias zon_bas_13 Population-based Daily
oe_16_cnig_provincias oe_16 cnig_provincias Population-based Daily
oe_16_oe_16 oe_16 oe_16 Population-based Daily
zbs_07_cnig_provincias zbs_07 cnig_provincias Population-based Daily
zbs_07_zbs_07 zbs_07 zbs_07 Population-based Daily
zbs_15_cnig_provincias zbs_15 cnig_provincias Population-based Daily
zbs_15_zbs_15 zbs_15 zbs_15 Population-based Daily
zon_bas_13_cnig_provincias zon_bas_13 cnig_provincias Population-based Daily
zon_bas_13_zon_bas_13 zon_bas_13 zon_bas_13 Population-based Daily
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